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Transfer Learning

● Transfer learning: transferring knowledge learned from a large-scale source dataset to 
a small target dataset

○ Hope that the source and target tasks are related enough to learn features from the source 
data that are transferable to the target data

● In this paper, the assumption is that we have access to both the source and 
target data at training-time
○ E.g., both ImageNet (source) and a medical imaging dataset (target)

● They also assume that the target dataset is small
○ So that just training on the target training set would overfit and fail to generalize to 

the target test set
● Two common approaches: fine-tuning and joint training



Fine-Tuning

● Fine-tuning from pre-trained models has been extremely successful across vision and language 
tasks

○ ImageNet pretrained models are often useful for object recognition, object detection, segmentation
○ Pretraining transformers on large text corpora and fine-tuning leads to SOTA results on many NLP tasks

● However, there are cases where this approach fails:
○ Geirhos et al. found that pre-trained models learn ImageNet textures, which are biased and not transferable to 

target tasks
○ Also, ImageNet pretraining does not necessarily improve acc on COCO, fine-trained classification, and 

medical imaging
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Problems with Fine-Tuning and Joint Training

● Pre-training is not aware of the downstream (target) task, so it does not have any 
incentive to learn transferable features
○ Thus we have to use both source and target data together to learn transferable 

representations
● Joint training sees both the source and target datasets, but it does not have a 

mechanism to ensure that the learned feature extractor + classification head actually 
generalize to the target test set
○ When the source-specific features are the most convenient for the source, joint 

training simultaneously learns the source-specific features and memorizes the 
target dataset



Contributions of this Paper

● Understand when and why fine-tuning and joint training can be suboptimal or 
harmful for transfer learning
○ Introduces a synthetic dataset for investigation

● Propose a new approach to meta-learning useful representations
○ Called Meta Representation Learning, MeRLin



Synthetic Dataset

● Synthetic dataset where we know which features are source-specific and which 
features are transferable

● Target training set: subset of 500 CIFAR-10 trainset images
○ To simulate a setting with a small target dataset (e.g., medical images)

● Target test set: the full original CIFAR-10 test set (10,000 images)
● Source training set: the other 49,500 CIFAR-10 trainset images, modified as follows:

Upper half of each image is 
kept unchanged

Lower half contains a “signature 
pattern” that strongly correlated with 
the class label: for class c, the pixels 
are drawn iid from 
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MeRLin: Meta Representation Learning

● Idea: Good representations should enable generalization
○ We should not only be able to fit a target head with the representations (as joint training does), 

but the learned head should also generalize well to a held-out target validation set
● MeRLin: A meta-representation learning algorithm that encourages the discovery of 

transferable features
● Split the target training set        into training and val partitions        , 
● Goal: Learn a feature extractor              such that the linear classifier trained on the 

features of the target training set generalizes the the target validation set
● This naturally leads to a bilevel problem formulation



MeRLin: Meta Representation Learning
● Goal: Learn a feature extractor              such that the linear classifier trained on the 

features of the target training set generalizes the the target validation set

Optimal linear classifier on the target training set, given feature extractor

Meta-objective containing the inner optimization over theta

Overall objective Learn the feature extractor on 
the source data as usual

Enforce that the features learned by h 
are useful s.t. A linear head can 
generalize to the target val set
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MeRLin Algorithm

They resample the train 
and val splits of the target 
dataset each iteration

Inner optimization



Experiments: Vision Tasks

● Object recognition problems with different label sets (and different amounts of 
dissimilarity between domains)

● Using the full objective 



Experiments: NLP Tasks

● The source is a language modeling task and targets are classification problems
● Here, they didn’t train BERT from scratch

○ Instead, they started from pre-trained BERT and only meta-learned the representation on the 
target domain

○ This is neat because it shows that you don’t actually have to train from scratch on the source + 
target datasets



Thank you!


